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This article provides new insight into the connection between the trace-based lower part of
van Glabbeek’s linear-time, branching-time spectrum and its simulation-based upper part.
We establish that ready simulation is fully abstract with respect to failure inclusion, when
adding the conjunction operator that was proposed by the authors in [TCS 373(1–2) 19–40]
to the standard setting of labelled transition systems with (CSP-style) parallel composition.
More precisely, we actually prove a stronger result by considering a coarser relation than
failure inclusion, namely a preorder that relates processes with respect to inconsistencies
that may arise under conjunctive composition.
Ready simulation is also shown to satisfy standard logic properties. In addition, our
semantic formalismproves itself robustwhenaddingdisjunction, external choice andhiding
operators, and is thus suited for studying mixed operational and logic languages. Finally,
the utility of our formalism is demonstrated by means of a small example that deals with
specifying and reasoning about mode logics within aircraft control systems.
© 2010 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
Basic research in concurrency theory over the past 25 years has resulted in a wealth of process algebras [1–3] and
temporal logics [4] for specifying and reasoning about concurrent processes. However, little research has been conducted
on mixing process-algebraic and logic styles of specification in a single formalism. This is surprising since many popular
software-engineering languages, including UML, permit such mixed specifications.
In [5,6] we proposed an approach to defining and reasoning about conjunction on labelled transition systems. Our
setting consisted of τ -pure labelled transition systems — i.e., LTSs where each state encodes either an external or internal
(disjunctive) choice between its outgoing transitions— and augmented by an inconsistency predicate (Logic LTS, cf. Section 2).
While our conjunctionoperator is in essence a synchronousproduct onvisible actions andan interleavingproduct on internal
actions, the challenge was in dealing with inconsistencies. Inconsistencies may either arise when conjunctively composing
two processes with different initial action sets (i.e., ready sets), or when a process has no other choice for some action than
entering an inconsistent state. Our framework was equipped with ready-tree semantics, which is a variant of van Glabbeek’s
path-based possible-worlds semantics [7] that was inspired by Veglioni and De Nicola [8]. The resulting ready-tree preorder
turned out to be coarser than ready simulation and finer than failure inclusion (for divergence-free systems) and ready-trace
inclusion, which implies that ready-tree semantics is sensitive to deadlock. We proved in [6] that the ready-tree preorder is
< An extended abstract appeared in C. Cachin, T. Jurdzin´ski, A. Tarlecki (Eds.), 34th Intl. Coll. on Automata, Languages and Programming (ICALP 2007), Lecture
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fully abstract under conjunction with respect to a naive inconsistency preorder, 2 which allows an inconsistent specification
only to be implemented by an inconsistent implementation.
This article first shows that the ready-tree preorder is inadequate in the presence of concurrency, as it fails to be compo-
sitional for standard parallel composition, such as the parallel operator of CSP [9] and LOTOS [10],while it is a precongruence
for parallel composition in the special case that all actions are synchronised [6]. A different compositionality problem for the
parallel composition of SCCS was already noted in [7]. We then establish our main result (cf. Section 3), namely that ready
simulation [11], which adds to ordinary simulation the requirement that related processes must have identical ready sets, is
fully abstract with respect to conjunction and parallel composition, for labelled transition systemswith inconsistencies. The
proof of this result uses our earlier full-abstraction result involving ready trees. Along the way, we adapt ready simulation
to dealing with internal actions and inconsistencies. We also conduct several sanity checks on our framework; in particular,
we verify that our conjunction operator indeed formalises conjunction regarding ready simulation.
In addition to including all proofs and more explanatory text when compared to the conference version on which this
article is based, we firstly apply our framework to a small example and secondly extend it by further logical and process-
algebraic operators. The example involves specifying and reasoning about a simplemode logic for an aircraft control system,
andhighlights the practical utility of Logic LTS and ready simulation for systemdesign. The additional operatorswe introduce
are disjunction, external choice and hiding, for which ready simulation is shown to be compositional, too. The inclusion of
disjunction also allows us to establish several standard logic properties desired of ready simulation, including the distribu-
tivity laws between conjunction and disjunction. Hiding proves to be challenging to define, since the usual, straightforward
definition of hiding violates τ -purity.
Our full-abstraction result provides an interesting insight into van Glabbeek’s linear time–branching time spectrum [7],
namely that conjunction on processes is a tool, via full abstraction, for relating the trace-based lower part of the spectrum
to the simulation-based upper part. In addition, our results and our example testify to the robustness of our technical
framework and to the adequacy of ready simulation as the semantic basis for mixed process-algebraic and logic languages.
Indeed, ready simulation eliminates the necessity for restrictions on the nesting of process-algebraic and logic constructs,
such as the one employed by Olderog when embedding trace formulas into CSP [12].
The remainder of this article is organised as follows. The next section introduces our setting of Logic LTS, as well as our
conjunction and parallel composition operators. Section 3 establishes the aforementioned full-abstraction result and thus
is the key section of this article. Our theory is applied to an example in Section 4, and extended by disjunction, external
choice and hiding operators in Section 5. Finally, Sections 6 and 7 discuss some related work and present our conclusions,
respectively.
2. Logic LTS, conjunction and parallel composition
This section recalls the definitions of Logic Labelled Transition Systems, or Logic LTS for short, and the conjunction operator
on Logic LTSwhichwere introduced in [6]. It also lifts the parallel composition operator in the style of CSP [9] and LOTOS [10]
to Logic LTS.
Key to our setting is the consideration of inconsistencies that may arise under conjunctive composition. The intuitive idea
behind inconsistency is twofold:
(1) Processes p and q are consistent if and only if they have a common implementation. This principle was also adopted
by Steen et al. [13] for consistency in the context of partial process specifications.
(2) A stable process r, where r cannot perform the internal, unobservable action τ , cannot be an implementation of a
stable process p if one offers an action that the other cannot perform, i.e., if r and p have different ready sets [14]. This
property is satisfied, e.g., in failure semantics [9].
The reason for the second item is that the absence of deadlock is an important feature of a concurrent system, which we
want to preserve when replacing p inside a parallel composition by its implementation r; this is also the justification behind
failure semantics. If p offers action awhile r does not, and the system environment only offers a, then replacing p by r leads
to an immediate deadlock. Vice versa, if r offers an action awhile p does not, then replacing p by r can allow new behaviour
of the environment and new deadlocks.
Hence, it is immediately clear that the conjunction of stable processes p and q with different ready sets is inconsistent,
andwewillmark p∧q as such. As an example consider the processes p, q and r of Fig. 1(a). Process p and q specify that exactly
action a and b, respectively, is offered initially, i.e., their ready sets are {a} and {b}, respectively. Similarly, process r specifies
that a and b are offered initially and thus has ready set {a, b}. Therefore, p ∧ q as well as p ∧ r are inconsistent (or false) and
tagged accordingly. Formally, our variant of LTSwill be augmented by an inconsistency predicate, or false-predicate, F , so that
p ∧ q, p ∧ r ∈ F in our example.
Inconsistency ismore tricky, however, as it canpropagatebackwardsalong transitions. For example, in theconjunctionp′∧
q′ shown in Fig. 1(b), both conjuncts require action a to be performed, whence p′ ∧ q′ should have an a-transition. But this
2 That is, the ready-tree preorder is the coarsest precongruence for conjunction which refines the inconsistency preorder.
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Fig. 1. Basic intuition behind conjunctive composition.
transition does lead to an inconsistent state and, in the absence of any alternative a-transition leading to a consistent state,
p′ ∧q′ must itself be considered as inconsistent. Therefore, inconsistency propagates backwards for the processes in Fig. 1(b)
and (c), whereas it does not for the processes in Figs. 1(d) and 1(e), as they can engage in an a- and τ -transition, respectively,
leading to a consistent state. As an aside, the process in Fig. 1(e)may be interpreted as a disjunction between the inconsistent
process marked F which has empty behaviour, and the consistent process offering a b-transition.
2.1. Logic labelled transition systems
Let A be an alphabet with representatives a and b, and let Aτ denote A ∪ {τ } with representatives α and β . An LTS is
a triple 〈P,−→, F〉, 3 where P is the set of processes (states), −→⊆ P × Aτ × P is the transition relation, and F ⊆ P is
the inconsistency predicate. We write (i) p
α−→ p′ instead of 〈p, α, p′〉 ∈−→, (ii) p α−→ instead of ∃p′ ∈ P. p α−→ p′ and
(iii) p −→ instead of ∃p′ ∈ P, α ∈ Aτ . p α−→ p′. When p α−→ p′, we say that process p can perform an α-step to p′, and
we call p′ an α-derivative. I(p) stands for the ready set {α ∈ Aτ | p α−→} of process p. A process p that cannot engage in a
τ -transition, i.e., p  τ−→, is called stable. The sort AP of the LTS (and its processes) is the set of actions occurring in−→.
We also require an LTS to satisfy the following τ -purity condition: p
τ−→ ⇒  ∃a ∈ A. p a−→, for all p ∈ P. Hence,
each process represents either an external or internal (disjunctive) choice between its outgoing transitions. This restriction
reflects the fact that ready sets can only be observed at stable states, so that visible transitions leaving instable states are
outside our observation. We discuss the need for τ -purity later; see Fig. 3 and the paragraphs thereafter.
The LTSs of interest to us need to satisfy two further properties. Before we can present them, we first need to define
our notion of when a process can stabilise. To do so, we introduce several variants of weak transition relations which will
prove useful in the sequel. We write p
⇒ p′ if p τ−→∗ p′ and p α⇒ p′ if ∃p′′, p′′′. p ⇒ p′′ α−→ p′′′ ⇒ p′. 4 If all
processes along a computation p
⇒ p′ or p a⇒ p′, including p and p′, are consistent, then we write p ⇒F p′ and
p
a⇒F p′, respectively. If in addition, p′ is stable, we write p ⇒| p′ and p a⇒| p′, respectively. These notions were first
introduced in [5], and the subscript F is intended to remind the reader that the transition relation takes (in-)consistency into
account.
We may now define that a process p can stabilise if ∃p′. p ⇒| p′.
Definition 1 (Logic LTS [6]). An LTS 〈P,−→, F〉 is a Logic LTS if:
(LTS1) p ∈ F if ∃α ∈ I(p)∀p′ ∈ P. p α−→ p′ ⇒ p′ ∈ F;
(LTS2) p cannot stabilise ⇒ p ∈ F .
The first condition formalises the backward propagation of inconsistencies as discussed above. The second condition relates
to divergence, i.e., infinite sequences of τ -transitions, where divergence is viewed as catastrophic if a process cannot stabilise,
as is discussed in [6, Fig. 3].
As notational conventions, we will denote a transition p
α−→ p′ with p, p′ /∈ F by p α−→F p′. Moreover, whenever we
mention a process pwithout stating a respective Logic LTS explicitly,we assume implicitly that such a Logic LTS 〈P,−→, F〉 is
given. Finally, we let ff stand for the only process of the LTS 〈{ff}, ∅, {ff}〉; ff represents the boolean constant false. Intuitively,
any given process is either inconsistent, in which case it is equivalent to ff, or it is equivalent to a process from which no
inconsistent process can be reached; the latter can simply be achieved by omitting inconsistent processes in LTSs and all
transitions leading to them.
3 The additional, less relevant true predicate of [6] is omitted here for clarity.
4 A double arrow without action label still stands for mathematical implication.
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2.2. Conjunction and parallel composition
Our conjunction operator is a synchronous product for visible transitions and an asynchronous product for τ -transitions,
analogous to ‖A defined below. However, we need to take care of inconsistencies. This is because, otherwise, p ∧ q, with p
andqdefinedas in Fig. 1(a),would erroneously be the “deadlock”process, i.e., ‘the’ consistent processwithout any transitions.
Definition 2 (Conjunction operator [6]). The conjunction of Logic LTSs 〈P,−→P, FP〉 and 〈Q ,−→Q , FQ 〉 is the Logic LTS〈P ∧ Q ,−→P∧Q , FP∧Q 〉:
• P ∧ Q =df {p ∧ q | p ∈ P, q ∈ Q}.• −→P∧Q is determined by the following operational rules:
p
τ−→P p′ ⇒ p ∧ q τ−→P∧Q p′ ∧ q
q
τ−→Q q′ ⇒ p ∧ q τ−→P∧Q p ∧ q′
p
a−→P p′, q a−→Q q′ ⇒ p ∧ q a−→P∧Q p′ ∧ q′.
• FP∧Q is the least set containing each p ∧ q that satisfies at least one of the following conditions:
(C1) p ∈ FP or q ∈ FQ ;
(C2) p ∧ q  τ−→P∧Q and I(p) = I(q);
(C3) ∃α ∈ I(p ∧ q)∀p′ ∧ q′. p ∧ q α−→P∧Q p′ ∧ q′ ⇒ p′ ∧ q′ ∈ FP∧Q ;
(C4) p ∧ q cannot stabilise.
We are left with explaining Conds. (C1)–(C4). Firstly, a conjunction is inconsistent if a conjunct is inconsistent. Conds. (C2)
and (C3) reflect our intuition of inconsistency and backward propagation. Cond. (C4) is added to enforce (LTS2); note that
this condition is not automatically enforced since it is not true that p∧ q cannot stabilise if both p and q cannot stabilise. To
see this, consider the processes p and q of Fig. 2 and the resulting Logic LTS for p ∧ q; it is only because of the inclusion of
Cond. (C4) that state p ∧ q of this Logic LTS is tagged as inconsistent.
It is easy to check that conjunction is well-defined, i.e., that the conjunctive composition of two Logic LTSs is indeed a
Logic LTS; see [6] for details. In the sequel, we leave out indices of relations and predicates whenever the context is clear.
Given this definition of conjunction we can briefly discuss our adoption of τ -purity. To see what happens if we allow
impure processes, consider process s of Fig. 3, which violates τ -purity, and processes q and r of Fig. 1(a). The question is
howwe should possibly modify Cond. (C2) of Def. 2 so as to define immediate inconsistency when dealing with s. Since our
justification for Cond. (C2) at the beginning of this section only applies to stable processes and since we only want to tag a
process as inconsistent if necessary, the most generous possibility would be to leave Cond. (C2) unchanged, i.e., never to tag
processes like s ∧ q or s ∧ r as immediately inconsistent.
With this approach, s ∧ q and s ∧ r are the processes shown in Fig. 3: s ∧ q is consistent — in accordance with failure
semantics where q is an implementation of s — but s ∧ r is inconsistent by backward propagation. The latter effect occurs
with any stable process r offering a, whence this approach treats s almost as if therewas no a-transition. Although thismight
Fig. 2. Discussing the need for Cond. (C4).
Fig. 3. Discussing the need for τ -purity.
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be technically feasible, we think the effect is counter-intuitive; indeed, r is also an implementation of s according to failure
semantics.
We therefore insist on τ -purity here and will show that this leads to a setting that satisfies all desirable properties: full
abstraction, the fact that our conjunctionoperator indeed captures conjunction, and logic properties expectedof conjunction.
Later, in Section 5.3 where we discuss hiding, impure processes like s could naturally occur; we will come back to the above
discussion then. Finally, it should already be noted here that we regard s as the disjunction of q and r (cf. Section 5.1). Hence,
we can express s in our setting as the process on the right-hand side of Fig. 3, and similarly for any other impure process. Thus,
we regard the restriction to pure processes as semantically irrelevant.Moreover, τ -purity is equivalent to giving τ -transitions
precedence over visible transitions, as we will discuss on the next page after defining parallel composition.
We now turn to introducing the proof tool of witness which will turn out to be convenient when reasoning about
inconsistency within conjunction:
Definition 3 (∧-Witness). An∧-witness is a setW ⊆ P ∧ Q such that, for all p ∧ q ∈ W , the following conditions hold:
(AW1) p, q /∈ F;
(AW2) p
τ−→ or q τ−→ or I(p) = I(q);
(AW3) ∀α ∈ I(p ∧ q) ∃p′ ∧ q′ ∈ W . p ∧ q α−→ p′ ∧ q′;
(AW4) p ∧ q can stabilise inW , i.e., p ∧ q τ−→ p1 ∧ q1 τ−→ · · · τ−→ pn ∧ qn  τ−→with all pi ∧ qi ∈ W .
The following straightforward property of ∧-witnesses gives us a useful tool for proving that a conjunction of processes is
consistent:
Proposition 4. p ∧ q /∈ FP∧Q if and only if ∃∧-witnessW . p ∧ q ∈ W.
Proof. Direction “⇒” follows from the fact that FP∧Q , i.e., the complement of FP∧Q , is an ∧-witness. For direction “⇐”
we note thatW satisfies the conditions of FP∧Q , whence FP∧Q ⊆ W .
For example, the concept of∧-witness may be employed to prove the second statement of the following lemma:
Lemma 5.
(1) If p ∧ q τ−→ p′ ∧ q′ /∈ F and p, q /∈ F, then p ∧ q /∈ F.
(2) Let p
⇒| p′, q ⇒| q′ and p′ ∧ q′ /∈ F. Then, p ∧ q ⇒| p′ ∧ q′.
Proof. As Part (1) is not difficult, we focus on proving Part (2). Obviously, we can combine the given computations to get
p∧q ⇒ p′ ∧q′ with p′ ∧q′ stable. It remains to be shown that no process along this combined computation is inconsistent.
To do so, we defineW ′′ as the set of processes along the combined computation, except the last one, and prove thatW ′′ ∪ F
is an ∧-witness (with F = FP∧Q ). Since F is an ∧-witness, it is sufficient to check (AW1)–(AW4) for the elements of W ′′.
Cond. (AW1) holds due to p
⇒| p′ and q ⇒| q′. To see the validity of (AW2) and (AW3), observe that all processes in W ′′
are instable and can perform a τ -transition to reach a process in W ′′ ∪ {p′ ∧ q′} ⊆ W ′′ ∪ F . Finally, the computation
p ∧ q ⇒ p′ ∧ q′ shows that the processes inW ′′ can stabilise inW ′′ ∪ F , whence (AW4) holds.
Finally, we adapt the parallel operator ‖A of CSP [2] to our setting, where A ⊆ A denotes the synchronisation alphabet.
Naturally, the parallel composition of two processes is inconsistent if either process is inconsistent.
Definition 6 (Parallel operator). The parallel composition of Logic LTS 〈P,−→P, FP〉 and 〈Q ,−→Q , FQ 〉 for the synchroni-
sation set A ⊆ A, is the Logic LTS 〈P ‖A Q ,−→P‖AQ , FP‖AQ 〉:
• P ‖A Q =df {p ‖A q | p ∈ P, q ∈ Q}.• −→P‖AQ is determined by the following operational rules:
p
α−→P p′, α /∈ A, (α = τ or q  τ−→Q ) ⇒ p ‖A q α−→P‖AQ p′ ‖A q
q
α−→Q q′, α /∈ A, (α = τ or p  τ−→P) ⇒ p ‖A q α−→P‖AQ p ‖A q′
p
a−→P p′, q a−→Q q′, a ∈ A ⇒ p ‖A q a−→P‖AQ p′ ‖A q′.
• p ‖A q ∈ FP‖AQ if p ∈ FP or q ∈ FQ .
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Fig. 4. Ready-tree semantics is not compositional for parallel composition.
Also parallel composition is well-defined, i.e., the parallel composition of two Logic LTSs satisfies the conditions of Def. 1. To
preserveτ -purity, thefirst twoof theaboveoperational rules include thepremise (α = τ or q  τ−→Q )and (α = τ or p  τ−→P),
respectively, which gives τ -transitions precedence over visible transitions.
As an aside, rather than demanding τ -purity in the definition of LTS, one could equivalently permit τ -impurity but
enforce priority of τ by defining I(p) as {α ∈ Aτ | p α−→ and (α = τ or p  τ−→)}, modifying α⇒ accordingly, and possibly
changing the use of
α−→. Although this version would allow one to drop the two premises mentioned above, we prefer to
require τ -purity explicitly since we consider this to be more transparent and technically easier.
2.3. Ready-tree semantics
This section defines our reference preorder, the inconsistency preorder, and also recalls further definitions from an earlier
paper [6], including ready trees. Our previous work [6] focused only on studying conjunction on Logic LTSs. It characterised
the largest precongruence contained in the inconsistency preorder, which states that a consistent implementation p never
refines an inconsistent specification q. 5 On this, our new full-abstraction result in Section 3 is based.
Definition 7 (Inconsistency preorder [6]). The inconsistency preorder F on processes is defined by p F q if p /∈ F ⇒
q /∈ F .
This definition directly encodes the standard verification question whether an implementation refines its specification.
When reading ‘refines’ logically as ‘implies’, it is clear that an inconsistent (i.e., ‘false’) specification can only be met by an
inconsistent implementation.
Obviously, the inconsistency preorder is not compositional with respect to conjunction. Our characterisation of the fully-
abstract preorder contained inF and presented in [6] is founded on a variant of the path-based possible-worlds semantics
of [7,8], to which we refer as ready-tree semantics. This semantics employs the notion of observation tree. An observation
tree is a Logic LTS 〈V,−→, ∅〉whose processes and transitions form a deterministic tree and whose processes (vertices) are
stable; we refer to the tree’s root as v0. We may now formalise our desired observations of a process p, called ready trees:
Definition 8 (Ready tree [6]). An observation tree v0 is a ready tree of p, if there is a labelling h : V −→ P satisfying the
following conditions:
(RT1) ∀v ∈ V . h(v) stable and h(v) /∈ FP ;
(RT2) p
⇒| h(v0);
(RT3) ∀v ∈ V, a ∈ A. v a−→ v′ ⇒ h(v) a⇒| h(v′);
(RT4) ∀v ∈ V . I(v) = I(h(v)).
Intuitively, nodes v in a ready tree represent stable states h(v) of p (cf. the first part of Cond. (RT1)) and transitions represent
stable, consistent computations (cf. Cond. (RT3)). Since such computations do not contain inconsistent states, no represented
state is allowed to be in F (cf. the second part of Cond. (RT1)). Since pmight not be stable, the root v0 of a ready tree represents
5 The reader familiar with [6] should note that we nowwrite the implementation to the left and the specification to the right of the preorder symbol, in order
to be consistent with the notational conventions of simulation-based preorders.
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a stable process reachable from p via some internal computation (cf. Cond. (RT2)). Moreover, v must mimic the ready set
of h(v) (cf. Cond. (RT4)). In the following, we write RT(p) for the set of all ready trees of p; note that ff has no ready tree.
Definition 9 (Ready-tree preorder [6]). The ready-tree preorder ⊆RT on processes is defined as ready-tree inclusion, i.e.,
p ⊆RT q if RT(p) ⊆ RT(q).
Theorem 10 (Full-abstraction wrt. conjunction [6]). ⊆RT is the largest precongruence in F , when considering conjunction as
the only operator.
Unfortunately, ⊆RT is not a precongruence for parallel composition ‖A, which makes the preorder unsuitable for reasoning
about concurrency. To see this, consider the Logic LTSs p, q and r of Fig. 4. Here, p and q have the same ready trees, but t is a
ready tree of q ‖{b} r but not of p ‖{b} r. This non-compositionality result was initially a bit of a surprise to us, given that we
had proved in [6] that the ready-tree preorder is compositional for the fully-synchronous product, which is a special case
of ‖A when taking A = A.
3. Full abstraction via ready simulation
We now establish our full-abstraction result of ready simulation wrt. the inconsistency preorder, when considering
both conjunction and parallel composition. In addition, we prove that our conjunction operator ∧ possesses the desired
compositionality and logic properties.
3.1. Ready simulation and compositionality
We start off with a definition of ready simulation [11] for Logic LTS:
Definition 11 (Ready simulation on Logic LTS). Let 〈P,−→P, FP〉 and 〈Q ,−→Q , FQ 〉 be two Logic LTS. A relationR ⊆ P × Q
is a stable ready simulation relation, if the following conditions hold, for any 〈p, q〉 ∈ R and a ∈ A:
(RS1) p, q stable;
(RS2) p /∈ FP ⇒ q /∈ FQ ;
(RS3) p
a⇒| p′ ⇒ ∃q′. q a⇒| q′ and 〈p′, q′〉 ∈ R;
(RS4) p /∈ FP ⇒ I(p) = I(q).
We say that p is stable ready simulated by q, in symbols p ∼RS q, if there exists a stable ready simulation relation R with
〈p, q〉 ∈ R. Further, p is ready simulated by q, written p RS q, if ∀p′. p ⇒| p′ ⇒ ∃q′. q ⇒| q′ and p′ ∼RS q′ (root
condition). We write≈RS and=RS for the kernel of ∼RS and RS, respectively.
It is easy to see that ∼RS and RS are preorders, and that p RS q trivially holds if p ∈ F . Note that ∼RS is itself a stable
ready simulation relation and the largest such relation. In addition, ready simulation RS is contained in the ready-tree
preorder ⊆RT, as essentially stated in [7], and conjunction and parallel composition are associative and commutative with
respect to=RS. Note that there are several ways how to define ready simulation [7,11] for settings with internal actions [15].
Our variant is an adaptation of van Glabbeek’s stability respecting ready simulation may preorder to Logic LTS.
Van Glabbeek has pointed out to us the following shorter definition of RS, which essentially integrates the treatment
of unstable processes into the definition of ready simulation relation:
Definition 12 (Alternative definition of ready simulation). Let 〈P,−→P, FP〉 and 〈Q ,−→Q , FQ 〉 be two Logic LTS. A relation
R ⊆ P × Q is an alternative ready simulation relation, if the following three conditions hold, for any 〈p, q〉 ∈ R and a ∈ A:
(RSi) p
⇒| p′ ⇒ ∃q′. q ⇒| q′ and 〈p′, q′〉 ∈ R;
(RSiii) p
a⇒| p′ and p, q stable ⇒ ∃q′. q a⇒| q′ and 〈p′, q′〉 ∈ R;
(RSiv) p /∈ FP and p, q stable ⇒ I(p) = I(q).
We write p alt q, if there exists an alternative ready simulation relation Rwith 〈p, q〉 ∈ R.
It can easily be checked that alt is the largest alternative ready simulation relation. The following proposition establishes
that it is indeed an alternative definition of RS:
Proposition 13 (Coincidence). RS = alt .
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Proof. For proving inclusion “⊆”, let p RS q. It is sufficient to establish that {〈p, q〉} ∪ ∼RS is an alternative ready
simulation relation. First consider the pair 〈p, q〉:
(RSi) Straightforward.
(RSiii) Let p
a⇒| p′ and p, q be stable, i.e., p /∈ FP . Hence, p ⇒| p and, thus, q ⇒| q as well as p ∼RS q by the root condition
ofRS. Now, Cond. (RSiii) immediately follows from Cond. (RS3).
(RSiv) Let p /∈ FP and p, q be stable. We obtain p ∼RS q as above and are now done with Cond. (RS4).
If p ∼RS q, then Conds. (RSiii) and (RSiv) are obviously satisfied due to the assumed Conds. (RS3) and (RS4). Moreover,
Cond. (RSi) degrades to (RS2), since p and q are stable.
For establishing the reverse inclusion “⊇”, we prove that alt, when restricted to stable processes, is a stable ready
simulation relation. Let p alt q for stable p, q. Conds. (RS1), (RS3) and (RS4) are straightforward. To prove Cond. (RS2),
assume p /∈ FP and p stable, i.e., p ⇒| p. By Cond. (RSi) we get q ⇒| q, i.e., q /∈ FQ . It remains for us to establish the root
condition ofRS, for which we let p alt q and p ⇒| p′ for some stable p′. Then, by Cond. (RSi), there exists some stable q′
with q
⇒| q′ and p′ alt q′, i.e., p′ ∼RS q′.
The main concern when studying ready simulation is with stable processes, which is more explicit in our definition rather
than van Glabbeek’s one. For this conceptional reason we will use RS as defined in Def. 11. In addition, we note that the
proofs of our statements appear to be equally concise when employing either definition of ready simulation; this is because
the nature of ready simulation requires a separate treatment of instable processes in any case. We can now state and prove
the desired compositionality result:
Theorem 14 (Compositionality).
(1) Let p ∼RS q, r be stable and A ⊆ A. Then, (a) p ‖A r ∼RS q ‖A r as well as (b) p ∧ r ∼RS q ∧ r.
(2) Let p RS q, r be an arbitrary process and A ⊆ A. Then, (a) p ‖A r RS q ‖A r and (b) p ∧ r RS q ∧ r.
Proving this theorem requires us to reason about the consistency of conjunctively composed processes. To do so, it is
convenient to employ the proof tool of∧-witness. The following ∧-witness turns out to be adequate for our purpose:
Lemma 15. The set W =df {q ∧ r |∃p′, q′, r′. p′ ∧ r′ /∈ F, p′ ∼RS q′, q
⇒| q′ and r ⇒| r′} is a ∧-witness.
Proof (Lemma 15). It will be advantageous to readW as the union of two setsW1 andW2, whereW1 collects the cases with
p = p′, q = q′ and r = r′:
W1 =df {q ∧ r |∃p. p ∼RS q, r stable and p ∧ r /∈ F};
W2 =df {q ∧ r |∃p′, r′. p′ ∧ r′ /∈ F, p′ ∼RS q′, q
1⇒| q′, r 2⇒| r′,
with {1, 2} = {, τ } } .
We need to check Conds. (AW1)–(AW4) of ∧-witness.
(AW1) If q ∧ r ∈ W1, then p ∧ r /∈ F implies p /∈ F and r /∈ F . Moreover, q /∈ F by p ∼RS q and (RS2).
If q ∧ r ∈ W2, then q, r /∈ F since q 1⇒| and r 2⇒| .
(AW2) Let q ∧ r ∈ W1, q  τ−→ and r  τ−→. Since p /∈ F (see above) and p ∼RS q, we have I(p) = I(q) by (RS4). In addition,
p ∧ r /∈ F , r stable and p stable by Def. 11, and thus I(p) = I(r) by (C2). Hence, I(q) = I(r).
If q ∧ r ∈ W2, then q τ−→ or r τ−→ and we are done.
(AW3) If q ∧ r ∈ W1 and q ∧ r α−→, then we consider the following cases:• α = τ : This is case is impossible since q stable by p ∼RS q, and r stable by assumption.
• α = a: Hence q a−→ and, with p /∈ F and (RS4), we get p a−→. Since r a−→ we have p ∧ r a−→. Because of
p∧r /∈ F weobtain p∧r a−→F p∧r for some p∧r /∈ F by (LTS1), and the latter process can stabilise by (LTS2), i.e.,
∃p′, r′. p∧ r a−→F p∧ r ⇒| p′ ∧ r′. This implies p a⇒| p′, q a⇒| q′ and p′ ∼RS q′ for some q′ by (RS3). We detail
transition q
a⇒| q′ by naming the first intermediate state q, i.e., q a−→F q ⇒| q′. Similarly, r a−→F r ⇒| r′. If
q
τ⇒| q′ or r τ⇒| r′, then q ∧ r a−→ q ∧ r ∈ W2. Otherwise, q = q′, r = r′ and q ∧ r a−→ q′ ∧ r′ ∈ W1 due
to p′; note p′ ∧ r′ /∈ F by the definition of a⇒| .
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If q ∧ r ∈ W2, then we only have to consider q ∧ r τ−→, since q τ−→ or r τ−→. We only treat the first of these
cases, i.e., q
τ−→, since the second is analogous. In this first case, q τ−→F q ⇒| q′ and q ∧ r τ−→ q ∧ r for some
suitable q. If q
τ⇒| q′ or r τ⇒| r′, then q ∧ r ∈ W2; otherwise, q = q′, r = r′ and r stable, and q′ ∧ r′ ∈ W1 due
to p′.
(AW4) Let q ∧ r ∈ W1 due to p. By the definition ofW1, q is stable (by p ∼RS q) and r is stable, i.e., q ∧ r is stable, too.
Let q ∧ r ∈ W2. From the assumptions, we derive a computation q ∧ r τ⇒ q′ ∧ r′ with q′ ∧ r′ stable, i.e., q′,
r′ stable. Consider a process q∧ r on this computation so that q∧ r τ⇒ q∧ r ⇒ q′ ∧ r′. If q τ⇒ q′ or r τ⇒ r′,
then q ∧ r ∈ W2; otherwise q = q′, r = r′ and q′ ∧ r′ ∈ W1 due to p′.
Using this lemma, we can now prove Thm. 14:
Proof (Thm. 14). The proof of Parts (1a) and Part (2a) is straightforward. In particular, Part (1a) proceeds in the usual fashion,
i.e., by verifying that
R‖ =df {〈p ‖A r, q ‖A r〉 | r stable and p ∼RS q}
is a stable ready simulation relation.
The proof of Part (1b) is quite challenging since we need to take care of inconsistencies that may arise when composing
processes conjunctively. In analogy to the above we prove that
R∧ =df {〈p ∧ r, q ∧ r〉 | r stable and p ∼RS q}
is a stable ready simulation relation. Let 〈p ∧ r, q ∧ r〉 ∈ R∧, i.e., r stable and p ∼RS q.
(RS1) This property is straightforward since the conjunction of two processes is stable exactly when both processes are
stable.
(RS2) This property follows immediately from the fact that p ∧ r /∈ F implies that q ∧ r is contained in the ∧-witness W
of Lemma 15.
(RS3) Assume p∧ r a⇒| p′ ∧ r′. Hence, p a⇒| p′ and r a−→F r′′ ⇒| r′, and by (RS3) also q a−→F q′′ ⇒| q′ with p′ ∼RS q′.
We combine the latter two computations to obtain the computation q ∧ r a−→ q′′ ∧ r′′ ⇒ q′ ∧ r′; further note
that q′ ∧ r′ is stable.
Consider q∧ r with q′′ ∧ r′′ ⇒ q∧ r ⇒ q′ ∧ r′. Then, recall p′ ∧ r′ /∈ F (due to p∧ r a⇒| p′ ∧ r′) and p′ ∼RS q′.
Thus, q ∧ r ∈ W .
Thus, no process along q′′ ∧ r′′ ⇒ q′ ∧ r′ is in F by Prop. 4. Since p∧ r /∈ F due to p∧ r a⇒| p′ ∧ r′ and r stable,
we have q∧ r ∈ W , i.e., q∧ r /∈ F by Prop. 4. We conclude q∧ r a−→F q′′ ∧ r′′ ⇒F q′ ∧ r′ and q′ ∧ r′ stable, whence
q ∧ r a⇒| q′ ∧ r′. Since r′ is stable, we also have 〈p′ ∧ r′, q′ ∧ r′〉 ∈ R∧.
(RS4) Assume p ∧ r /∈ F . Hence, we have p /∈ F and I(p) = I(r). Further, I(p) = I(q) by (RS4) for p ∼RS q, and thus
I(q) = I(r). Hence, I(p ∧ r) = I(r) = I(q ∧ r), as desired.
To prove Part (2b), let p∧ r ⇒| p′ ∧ r′. Hence, p ⇒| p′ and r ⇒| r′. Due to p RS q, the former implies the existence of
some q′ such that q ⇒| q′ and p′ ∼RS q′. Therefore, p′ ∧ r′ ∼RS q′ ∧ r′ by Part (1b). Further we apply Lemma 15 and Prop. 4
to obtain q′ ∧ r′ /∈ F , as q′ ∧ r′ ∈ W1 due to p′. Thus, Lemma 5(2) proves q ∧ r ⇒| q′ ∧ r′.
3.2. Logic properties of ready simulation
Before presenting our full-abstraction result, we first highlight some logic properties of ready simulation.
Theorem 16 (∧ is And). (1) r ∼RS p ∧ q if and only if r ∼RS p and r ∼RS q; (2) r RS p ∧ q if and only if r RS p and r RS q.
As for the compositionality proof of ready simulation wrt. conjunction, the proof of this theorem uses the concept of ∧-
witness for reasoning about inconsistencies:
Lemma 17. The set W ′ =df {p ∧ q |∃r′, p′, q′. r′ /∈F, p ⇒| p′, q ⇒| q′, r′ ∼RS p′ and r′ ∼RS q′} is a ∧-witness.
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Proof. It will be advantageous to readW ′ as the union of two setsW ′1 andW ′2:
W ′1 =df {p ∧ q |∃r. r ∼RS p, r ∼RS q and r /∈ F}
W ′2 =df {p ∧ q |∃r′, p′, q′. r′ /∈ F, p 1⇒| p′and q 2⇒| q′ with {1, 2} = {, τ }, r′ ∼RS p′and r′ ∼RS q′} .
We check the four conditions of ∧-witness forW ′:
(AW1) If p ∧ q ∈ W ′1 due to r /∈ F , then p, q /∈ F by (RS2). If p ∧ q ∈ W ′2, then we are done by the definition of 1⇒|
and
2⇒| .
(AW2) If p ∧ q ∈ W ′1 due to r /∈ F , then I(p) = I(r) = I(q). If p ∧ q ∈ W ′2, we are done since p τ−→ or q τ−→ by{1, 2} = {, τ }.
(AW3) If p ∧ q ∈ W ′1, then α = τ , and p ∧ q α−→ implies r α−→ by (AW2) above. Since r /∈ F , we have r α⇒| r′ for some
r′ /∈ F . Hence, ∃p′, q′. p α−→F p ⇒ p′, q α−→F q ⇒ q′, r′ ∼RS p′ and r′ ∼RS q′. Thus, p ∧ q
α−→ p ∧ q. If p = p′
or q = q′, then p ∧ q ∈ W ′2. If p = p′ and q = q′, then p ∧ q ∈ W ′1 due to r′.
If p ∧ q ∈ W ′2, then α = τ since p τ−→ or q τ−→. Consider, w.l.o.g., p ∧ q τ−→ p ∧ q for some p. If p = p′ or
q = q′, we have p ∧ q ∈ W ′2. Otherwise, p ∧ q = p′ ∧ q′ ∈ W ′1 due to r′.
(AW4) If p ∧ q ∈ W ′1, then p ∧ q is stable since both p and q are stable according to (RS1). If p ∧ q ∈ W ′2, then p ∧ q can
also stabilise inW ′, cf. (AW3).
The proof of Thm. 16 is now quite straightforward:
Proof (Thm. 16). We start with Part (1), direction “⇒”, and show that
R =df {〈r, p〉 | ∃q. r ∼RS p ∧ q}
is a stable ready simulation relation. Let 〈r, p〉 ∈ R.
(RS1) Since r and p ∧ q are stable due to r ∼RS p ∧ q, we have that p is stable, too.
(RS2) p ∈ F implies p ∧ q ∈ F , which in turn implies r ∈ F due to r ∼RS p ∧ q.
(RS3) r
a⇒| r′ implies, since r ∼RS p ∧ q, the existence of p′ and q′ such that p ∧ q
a⇒| p′ ∧ q′ and r′ ∼RS p′ ∧ q′. Hence,
p
a⇒| p′ and 〈r′, p′〉 ∈ R.
(RS4) By r ∼RS p ∧ q, we have that r /∈ F implies I(r) = I(p ∧ q). Moreover, since p ∧ q /∈ F (cf. (RS2)) and p ∧ q stable,
we get I(p) = I(q) by (C2). Hence, I(r) = I(p ∧ q) = I(p).
Hence, r ∼RS p. Analogously, we can establish r ∼RS q.
Now, let r RS p ∧ q. Then, r ⇒| r′ implies p ∧ q ⇒| p′ ∧ q′ for some p′, q′ with r′ ∼RS p′ ∧ q′. Thus, p
⇒| p′ and,
by the above, r′ ∼RS p′. This proves r RS p. Again, we can prove r RS q analogously, which finishes the proof of Part (2),
direction “⇒”.
To show direction “⇐” of Part (1), it is sufficient to prove that
R =df {〈r, p ∧ q〉 | r ∼RS p and r ∼RS q}
is a stable ready simulation relation. Let 〈r, p ∧ q〉 ∈ R.
(RS1) This is trivial since p, q, r are stable due to r ∼RS p and r ∼RS q.
(RS2) If r /∈ F , then p ∧ q ∈ W ′ of Lemma 17, i.e., p ∧ q /∈ F by Prop. 4.
(RS3) If r
a⇒| r′, then p a⇒| p′ and q a⇒| q′, as well as r′ ∼RS p′ and r′ ∼RS q′ by (RS3) for r ∼RS p and r ∼RS q. Moreover,
p′ ∧q′ ∈ W ′ since r′ /∈ F and thus p′ ∧q′ /∈ F by Prop. 4. Nowwe combine the latter two computations and consider
intermediate states p ∧ q such that p ∧ q a⇒ p ∧ q τ⇒ p′ ∧ q′, i.e., p a⇒F p 1⇒| p′ and q a⇒F q 2⇒| q′ with{1, 2} = {, τ }; this implies p ∧ q ∈ W ′2 ⊆ W ′. Hence, p ∧ q /∈ F by Prop. 4. Moreover, because of p ∧ q /∈ F
by (RS2), we have p ∧ q a⇒| p′ ∧ q′.
(RS4) If r /∈ F , then I(p) = I(r) = I(q) let us conclude I(r) = I(p ∧ q).
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Fig. 5. Basic intuition behind conjunctive composition.
Finally, let r RS p and r RS q. For r ⇒| r′, take p′ and q′ with p ⇒| p′, q ⇒| q′, r′ ∼RS p′ and r′ ∼RS q′, and observe
r′ /∈ F . By the above, r′ ∼RS p′ ∧ q′ and p ∧ q
⇒ p′ ∧ q′. Referring to Lemma 5(2), and noting p′ ∧ q′ /∈ F by (RS2), we
obtain p ∧ q ⇒| p′ ∧ q′, which proves direction “⇐” of Part (2).
Conjunction also satisfies further standard logic properties:
Proposition 18 (Logic properties of ready simulation).
(1) (a) p ∧ ff =RS ff, and (b) p ∧ ff ≈RS ff if p stable;
(2) (a) p ∧ q RS p, and (b) p ∧ q ∼RS p if p, q stable;
(3) p ∧ p =RS p;
(4) p ∧ q =RS p if and only if p RS q.
Proof.
(1) The validity of Part (b), for stable p, is a consequence of the fact that {〈ff, p ∧ ff〉 | p stable } and {〈p ∧ ff, ff〉 | p stable }
are stable ready simulation relations. Part (a) holds trivially since neither p ∧ ff ⇒| nor ff ⇒| .
(2) To prove Part (b) for stable p, q, it is sufficient to verify that the relation R =df {〈p ∧ q, p〉 | p, q stable } is a stable
ready simulation relation:
(RS1) Trivial.
(RS2) p ∈ F implies p ∧ q ∈ F .
(RS3) p ∧ q a⇒| p′ ∧ q′ implies p a⇒| p′ and 〈p′ ∧ q′, p′〉 ∈ R.
(RS4) p ∧ q /∈ F and p ∧ q stable implies I(p ∧ q) = I(p).
For proving Part (a) for arbitrary p, q, let p ∧ q ⇒| p′ ∧ q′. Then, p ⇒| p′ and, by the above, p′ ∧ q′ ∼RS p′.
(3) The inclusion “RS” is a consequence of Part (2). The inclusion “RS” follows by Thm. 16(2).
(4) Part “RS” of the “if” direction is the statement of Part (2). Part “RS” of the “if” direction is a consequence of the
compositionality and idempotence of∧ (Thm. 14(2) and Part (3), respectively). The “only if” direction follows directly
from Part (2) and commutativity.
3.3. Full-abstraction result
To prove ourmain result, we encode the full behaviour of a stable process p into a single ready tree. The idea is to unfold p
to a tree and to eliminate any non-determinism by placing fresh actions into the tree. As an illustration of this, consider a
part of a process p — or rather its unfolding — as shown on the left-hand side of Fig. 5.
A ready tree for state 1 would represent the a-transition, the b-transition and one of the two c-transitions; in terms of
Def. 19 below, there are two relevant selection sets. In order to reflect both possibilities of c-transitions in a deterministic
way, the characteristic ready tree of p chooses between them with fresh actions x and y, as shown in the centre of Fig. 5.
Of course, due to the presence of x and y, this tree is not a ready tree of p, but it is a ready tree of a suitable parallel com-
position. For this composition, we need a context K which we take to be the characteristic ready tree augmented by some
additional transitions. These depend on the sort of the process q we want to compare with p: if q has sort {a, b, c, d}, the
respective part of K looks as shown on the right-hand side of Fig. 5, where 0 denotes the deadlock process that has no initial
actions.
We now define the characteristic ready tree and context formally:
Definition 19 (Characteristic ready tree and context). Let p be a process with Logic LTS 〈P,−→, F〉 having sort AP , let q be a
process with sort AQ , and let p ⇒| p0.
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(1) The characteristic ready tree P0 of pwith respect to p0 and q is a Logic LTS
6 whose states are paths π ∈ P × (AP × P)∗
of p originating in p0, as well as such paths concatenated with selection sets Dwhich are subsets of AP × P. Formally,
the state set P0 and transition relation−→P0 are inductively defined as follows,where last(π) denotes the last process
on path π and the xD /∈ AP ∪ AQ are fresh actions with respect to p and q:• p0 ∈ P0;
• π xD−→P0 πD and πD ∈ P0, if π ∈ P0, ∀〈a, p〉 ∈ D. last(π) a⇒| p in P
and ∀a ∈ I(last(π)) ∃1〈a, p〉 ∈ D;
• πD a−→P0 πap and πap ∈ P0, if πD ∈ P0 and 〈a, p〉 ∈ D.
Wewillwrite 〈p0〉 instead of p0 wheneverwewish to highlight that not the process p0 ismeant, but the path consisting
only of p0.
(2) The characteristic context K of p with respect to p0 and q is defined as the Logic LTS P0 augmented with the fresh
process 0 and transitions
• πD a−→K 0, if πD ∈ P0, a ∈ AQ and  ∃p.〈a, p〉 ∈ D.
Also K does not have any inconsistent states.
Next, we prove that P0, as defined in Def. 19, is indeed a ready tree. Note that in the parallel composition, the additional
transitions of the context— i.e., the d-transitions in Fig. 5— are eliminated; theywill be needed in the proof of full abstraction
(cf. Thm. 21).
Proposition 20. Let P0 be the characteristic ready tree of process p wrt. some p0 and q, and let K be the respective characteristic
context of p. Then, P0 is a ready tree of p ‖A 〈p0〉, where A =df AP ∪ AQ and 〈p0〉 is the root of K.
Proof. P0 is an observation tree by construction, since it is a deterministic tree and since all its vertices are stable processes.
We define a mapping h0 from the vertices in P0 to processes in P ‖A K by h0(π) =df last(π) ‖A π and h0(πD) =df
last(π) ‖A πD, and verify Conds. (RT1)–(RT4) of Def. 8:
(RT1) This is trivial since last(π), π and πD are all stable and not in F .
(RT2) We have p ‖A 〈p0〉 ⇒| p0 ‖A 〈p0〉 by construction.
(RT3) If π
xD−→P0 πD, then π xD−→K πD by construction of K . Since xD is a “fresh” action, h0(π) = last(π) ‖A π xD−→F
last(π) ‖A πD = h0(πD). If πD a−→P0 πap, then last(π) a⇒| p and πD a−→K πap by the construction of K .
As a ∈ A, we have h0(πD) = last(π) ‖A πD a⇒| p ‖A πap = h0(πap).
(RT4) Observe that the ready set of πD in K is the ready set IP(last(π)) of the last process of path π in P plus all actions
inAQ , whereas the same state in P0 has only ready set IP(last(π)). By the operational rules for parallel composition
we obtain:
• IP‖AK(last(π) ‖A π) = (IP(last(π))∩ IK(π)∩A)∪ (IP(last(π))\A)∪ (IK(π)\A) = ∅∪∅∪ IK(π) = IP0(π).• IP‖AK(last(π) ‖A πD) = (IP(last(π)) ∩ IK(πD) ∩ A) ∪ (IP(last(π)) \ A) ∪ (IK(πD) \ A) = (IP(last(π)) ∩
(IP(last(π))∪AQ )∩ A)∪∅∪∅ = IP(last(π)) = IP0(πD); note that the last equality is due to the construction
of P0 from P.
Together, characteristic ready trees and Prop. 20 are the key for proving our main result:
Theorem 21 (Full abstraction). The largest precongruence within F , with respect to parallel composition and conjunction,
equals RS.
Proof. BecauseofThm.14andThm.10 [6], aswell as the fact that readysimulation is contained in the ready-treepreorder⊆RT
and thus in F [6], it is sufficient to prove that RS subsumes the largest precongruence ⊆+RT contained in ⊆RT. Consider
processes p and qwith Logic LTSs P and Q and sorts AP and AQ . We let APQ stand for AP ∪ AQ , and abbreviate ‖APQ by ‖.
Now assume p ⊆+RT q, and consider some p0 such that p ⇒| p0. Because of p ⊆+RT q and Prop. 20, we have P0 ∈
RT(q ‖ 〈p0〉) due to some mapping h; in particular, q /∈ F . Here, P0 is the characteristic ready tree of p with respect to p0
and q. To prove our claim, it is sufficient to establish that
R0 =df {〈p′, q′〉 | ∃π. last(π) = p′ and h(π) = q′ ‖ π}
is a stable ready simulation relation. Thus, let 〈p′, q′〉 ∈ R0 due to π .
(RS1) h(π) is stable, whence q′ is. Moreover, last(π) is stable by construction.
(RS2) h(π) /∈ F implies q′ /∈ F .
6 As an aside, note that only the sort of process q is needed here, not q itself. Further recall that a ready tree does not have any inconsistent states.
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(RS3) Let p′ a⇒| p′′ and π xD−→ πDwith 〈a, p′′〉 ∈ D for some p′′; the latter transition always exists by construction. Then,
πD
a−→ πap′′. Moreover, h(πD) = q′ ‖ πD, whence q′ ‖ πD a⇒| h(πap′′) = q′′ ‖ πap′′ for some q′′ by (RT3), as
well as q′ a⇒| q′′ and 〈p′′, q′′〉 ∈ R0 due to πap′′.
(RS4) We have p′ /∈ F by construction. Choose some D with π xD−→ πD which always exists by construction, whence
h(πD) = q′‖πD. Now, I(p′) = I(πD) in P0 by construction of P0. The latter equals I(q′‖πD) by (RT4), which in
turn equals the set I(q′) since AQ ⊆ I(πD) ⊆ APQ , for I(πD) in the characteristic context. Hence, I(p′) = I(q′).
Observe that the additional transitions of the context ensure thatAQ ⊆ I(πD). To see what goes wrong without
these transitions, consider Fig. 5 with px corresponding to πD, and 1 to p
′. Without the d-transitions we could have
I(q′ ‖ πD) = {a, b, c}, but nevertheless I(q′) = {a, b, c, d} = I(p′).
Thus,R0 is a stable ready simulation relation. Finally observe h(p0) = q0 ‖ 〈p0〉 for some q0 such that q‖〈p0〉 ⇒| q0‖〈p0〉
(by (RT2)); therefore, q
⇒| q0 and 〈p0, q0〉 ∈ R0 due to 〈p0〉.
Summarising, we have shown that, for each p0 with p
⇒| p0, there exists some q0 satisfying q ⇒| q0 and p0 ∼RS q0.
Hence, p RS q.
We wish to point out that there are several ways how to guarantee the existence of the fresh actions required in the
construction of characteristic ready trees. Oneway is to assume an uncountable alphabetA and to restrict ourselves to those
processes that are finitely branching with respect to
⋃{ a⇒| | a ∈ A} and have a countable sort. Then, context K and the
characteristic ready trees are also finitely branching and have countable sorts.
Alternatively, we may assume an infinite alphabet A and restrict ourselves to processes that have finite sort and are
bounded branching, for some bound c ∈ N. This is sufficient since a careful inspection of the full-abstraction proof reveals
that actually only c fresh actions are needed for constructing context K and the required characteristic ready trees.Moreover,
K and the characteristic ready trees have then only c-bounded branching as well as finite sorts.
Note that the need for fresh actions is standard in full-abstraction proofs (see, e.g., Milner [3, p. 153]) and is discussed
extensively in the process-algebra literature.
4. Example
To testify to the utility of our framework for mixed operational and logic styles of reasoning and specificationwe conduct
a small but realistic example. The example deals with the specification and refinement of a simple mode logic, such as used
in flight control systems in avionics and in other embedded control applications. Note that the avionics term “mode” refers
to a state, or a set of states, as used in formal methods and concurrency theory.
The brief for the mode logic is as follows: The mode logic shall consist of two modes, which can be thought of as on-
/off-switches and whose interaction shall be governed by some scheduler. This is a standard architecture for mode logics.
However, our particular mode logic is required to satisfy the constraint that not both modes can be on at any given time.
This informal requirements description directly lends itself to a heterogeneous specification of themode logic in amixed
operational and logic style, using both parallel composition and conjunction. Before formally presenting this specification,
we introduce some conventions to simplify notation in this section. We use P ‖ Q to denote the parallel composition of P
and Q with the joint alphabet of P and Q being the synchronisation alphabet. Here, the alphabet of a Logic LTS is simply
the set of actions occurring as labels of the transitions of the LTS. The main purpose of this convention, other than relieving
us from explicitly annotating each parallel operator by a synchronisation alphabet, is that ‖ is commutative and associative
provided the alphabet of P ‖ Q is the union of the alphabets of P and Q ; this condition will be satisfied for the parallel
compositions in this section.
We can now phrase the specification of our mode logic as
Spec =df (SW1 ‖ SW2 ‖ AS) ∧ Con ,
Fig. 6. Abstract scheduler AS and constraint Con .
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Fig. 7. Central controller CC and composition with switches SW1 and SW2.
Fig. 8. Basic switch controller CC1, suspendable switch SSW1 and SW1 ‖ CC1.
whose component Logic LTSs are sketched in Fig. 6, with SW2 being defined as SW1 but replacing all indices 1 with 2. The
LTS SW1, and analogously SW2, specifies a simple switch with two states: the initial, upper off-state and the lower on-state.
One can toggle between these states using the switching action sw1, with the on1 self-loop of the on-state indicating that
the switch is on. Component AS is the most abstract scheduler for the two switches: it allows at least one switching action
at any state. Here, the transition labelled “sw1, sw2” stands for two transitions, one labelled with sw1 and the other with
sw2. Intuitively, AS can be understood as the temporal logic formula “always(sw1 ∨ sw2 ∨ (sw1sw2))”, where operator
denotes external choice (cf. Def. 26 below). Note that our scheduler cannot control the actions on1 and on2, which are just
probes as suggested above.
Finally, Logic LTS Con formalises our desired constraint that only one mode can be in its on-state at any given time. This
LTS has a τ -branch for each action set A ⊆ {on1, on2, sw1, sw2} such that not both on1 ∈ A and on2 ∈ A; for illustration
purposes, Fig. 6 shows several such sets A, denoted A, A′ and A′′. Each τ -branch returns to its initial state via a bundle of
transitions, one for each action a ∈ A. In Fig. 6, this bundle of transitions is simply depicted as a single transition labelled A.
One may think of this LTS as being automatically generated from the temporal logic formula “always¬(on1 ∧ on2).” Hence,
our specification is in principle a conjunction of a parallel composition and a temporal logic formula, where the parallel
composition contains a temporal logic formula as component, and is thus truly heterogeneous.
Our aim is to refine the above specification Spec to a purely operational system Impl such that the parallel composition
is refined and constraint Con is satisfied, i.e., Impl RS SW1 ‖ SW2 ‖ AS and Impl RS Con which implies Impl RS Spec
by Thm. 16.
The first step is to refine the abstract scheduler AS by a concrete central controller CC that guarantees the constraint Con.
This controller is depicted on the left in Fig. 7. Obviously, CC RS AS and hence
SW1 ‖ SW2 ‖ CC RS SW1 ‖ SW2 ‖ AS
by compositionality of ready simulation for parallel composition (cf. Thm. 14). Furthermore, it is easy to check that
SW1 ‖ SW2 ‖ CC RS Con ,
when considering the Logic LTS of this parallel composition depicted on the right in Fig. 7. By Thm. 16, we conclude that
SW1 ‖ SW2 ‖ CC RS Spec .
To obtain an implementation with distributed control, we now observe that CC can be implemented by the parallel
composition of two basic switch controllers CC1 and CC2, where CC1 is shown on the left in Fig. 8 and where CC2 is defined
analogous to CC1 but with indices 1 and 2 interchanged. Observe that CC =RS CC1 ‖ CC2. We define
Impl =df (SW1 ‖ CC1) ‖ (SW2 ‖ CC2)
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and can now infer the desired refinement result by referring to commutativity and associativity, as well as to the already
established equivalence and refinement steps:
Impl =RS (SW1 ‖ SW2) ‖ (CC1 ‖ CC2) =RS (SW1 ‖ SW2) ‖ CC RS Spec .
Asanaside, our implementationImpl canalsobeunderstoodasbeingbuilt fromtwosuspendable switchesSSW1 andSSW2
which might be available off-the-shelf, as shown in the centre of Fig. 8, where SSW2 is defined as SSW1 but with indices 1
and 2 interchanged. SSW1 can be suspended in any state, and has the behaviour of SW1 ‖ CC1 when the suspend and resume
signals are both connected (i.e., renamed) to sw2.
5. Further operators: disjunction, external choice and hiding
The aim of this section is to show that Logic LTS and ready simulation build a robust framework for mixing process-
algebraicand logic stylesof specificationandreasoning.To thisend,weextendour frameworkby the logicoperator disjunction
and the process-algebraic operators external choice and hiding. We omit the extension by the process-algebraic action prefix
operator, which is trivial.
While extending our framework is relatively straightforward for disjunction and external choice, defining hiding and
proving this operator compositional for ready simulation turns out to be a challenge. This is because hiding a visible action
of a Logic LTS, i.e., relabelling that action by the internal action τ , maymake the LTS τ -impure, not only on top-level but also
deep inside the LTS. Hence, some kind of semantics-preserving transformation (as already indicated in Fig. 3) that re-instates
τ -purity is required when applying hiding.
5.1. Disjunction
We start off with defining disjunction on Logic LTS. As suggested in Section 2, disjunction intuitively corresponds to
internal choice.
Definition 22 (Disjunction operator). The disjunction of two Logic LTSs 〈P,−→P, FP〉 and 〈Q ,−→Q , FQ 〉 satisfying (w.l.o.g.)
P ∩ Q = ∅, is the Logic LTS 〈P ∨ Q ,−→P∨Q , FP∨Q 〉 defined by:
• P ∨ Q =df {p ∨ q | p ∈ P, q ∈ Q} ∪ P ∪ Q .• −→P∨Q is determined by the following operational rules:
always ⇒ p ∨ q τ−→P∨Q p
always ⇒ p ∨ q τ−→P∨Q q
p
α−→P p′ ⇒ p α−→P∨Q p′
q
α−→Q q′ ⇒ q α−→P∨Q q′.
• FP∨Q = FP ∪ FQ ∪ {p ∨ q | p ∈ FP and q ∈ FQ }.
It is easy to see that disjunction is well-defined, i.e., that the disjunction of Logic LTS is again a Logic LTS. The disjunction
operator is also compositional for ready simulation:
Theorem 23 (Compositionality for disjunction). Let p RS q and r be an arbitrary process. Then, p ∨ r RS q ∨ r.
The compositionality proof is straightforward and therefore omitted. As stated in the following proposition, ready simula-
tion also satisfies the desired logic properties for disjunction. Most importantly, the disjunction operator expresses indeed
disjunction on Logic LTS and is thus not defined arbitrarily.
Proposition 24 (Logic properties of disjunction).
(1) p ∨ q RS r if and only if p RS r and q RS r (“∨ is or”);
(2) p RS p ∨ q;
(3) p ∨ p =RS p;
(4) p ∨ q =RS q if and only if p RS q.
Again, we omit the straightforward proofs of these properties, which simply refer to our definitions of disjunction and ready
simulation. Instead, we state and prove two other properties relating disjunction and conjunction:
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Proposition 25 (Distributivity laws).
(1) p ∧ (q ∨ r) =RS (p ∧ q) ∨ (p ∧ r);
(2) p ∨ (q ∧ r) =RS (p ∨ q) ∧ (p ∨ r).
Proof.
(1,RS) Let p∧ (q∨ r) ⇒| p′ ∧ s; w.l.o.g., p ⇒| p′ and q ⇒| s. Since p′ ∧ s /∈ F , Lemma 5(2) implies (p∧q)∨ (p∧ r) τ−→
p ∧ q ⇒| p′ ∧ s. Due to the τ -step, (p ∧ q) ∨ (p ∧ r) /∈ F since p ∧ q /∈ F . We may therefore conclude
(p ∧ q) ∨ (p ∧ r) ⇒| p′ ∧ s and, trivially, p′ ∧ s ∼RS p′ ∧ s.
(1,RS) Let (p∧ q) ∨ (p∧ r) ⇒| s; w.l.o.g., p∧ q ⇒| s. Then, p∧ (q∨ r) τ−→ p∧ q ⇒| s, as well as p∧ (q∨ r) /∈ F by
Lemma 5(1). We may thus conclude p ∧ (q ∨ r) ⇒| s and, trivially, s ∼RS s.
(2,RS) If p ∨ (q ∧ r) ⇒| p′ due to p ⇒| p′, then (p ∨ q) ∧ (p ∨ r) τ−→ p ∧ (p ∨ r) τ−→ p ∧ p ⇒| p′ ∧ p′. Now, we
obtain p′ ∼RS p′ ∧ p′ by Thm. 16(1), as well as (p ∨ q) ∧ (p ∨ r) /∈ F and p ∧ (p ∨ r) /∈ F by Lemma 5(1) due to
p /∈ F .
If p∨ (q∧ r) ⇒| q′ ∧ r′ due to q∧ r ⇒| q′ ∧ r′, then (p∨ q)∧ (p∨ r) τ−→ q∧ (p∨ r) τ−→ q∧ r ⇒| q′ ∧ r′.
Since q ∧ r /∈ F , we have q, r /∈ F and p ∨ q, p ∨ r /∈ F , and we are done with Lemma 5(1) since then (p ∨ q) ∧
(p ∨ r) ⇒| q′ ∧ r′ and, trivially, q′ ∧ r′ ∼RS q′ ∧ r′.
(2,RS) Let (p∨ q) ∧ (p∨ r) ⇒| p′ ∧ p′′ for some p′, p′′ due to p ⇒| p′ and p ⇒| p′′. Hence, p∨ (q∧ r) τ−→ p ⇒| p′,
as well as p ∨ (q ∧ r) /∈ F . Finally, observe p′ ∧ p′′ ∼RS p′ by Prop. 18(2).
The cases (p∨ q) ∧ (p∨ r) ⇒| q′ ∧ p′, for some q ⇒| q′ and p ⇒| p′, and (p∨ q) ∧ (p∨ r) ⇒| p′ ∧ r′, for
some p
⇒| p′ and r ⇒| r′, are analogous.
Finally, let (p ∨ q) ∧ (p ∨ r) ⇒| q′ ∧ r′ for some q′, r′ such that q ⇒| q′ and r ⇒| r′. Due to q′ ∧ r′ /∈ F we
can apply Lemma 5(2) to obtain p ∨ (q ∧ r) τ−→ q ∧ r ⇒| q′ ∧ r′. Since q ∧ r /∈ F , we have p ∨ (q ∧ r) /∈ F , as
required. Hence, p ∨ (q ∧ r) ⇒| q′ ∧ r′ and, trivially, q′ ∧ r′ ∼RS q′ ∧ r′.
5.2. External choice
We now turn to integrating the process-algebraic external choice operator into our framework. The only subtlety arises
when composing an instable process with a stable one, as the usual definition of external choice would offer the initial
actions of both processes, thus violating τ -purity. As for parallel composition, we resolve this issue by giving τ -transitions
precedence over visible transitions:
Definition 26 (External choice operator). The external choice on Logic LTSs 〈P,−→P, FP〉 and 〈Q ,−→Q , FQ 〉 satisfying
(w.l.o.g.) P ∩ Q = ∅, is the Logic LTS 〈PQ ,−→PQ , FPQ 〉 defined by:
• PQ =df {pq | p ∈ P, q ∈ Q} ∪ P ∪ Q .• −→PQ is determined by the following operational rules:
p
τ−→P p′ ⇒ pq τ−→PQ p′q
q
τ−→Q q′ ⇒ pq τ−→PQ pq′
p
a−→P p′, q  τ−→Q ⇒ pq a−→PQ p′
q
a−→Q q′, p  τ−→P ⇒ pq a−→PQ q′
p
α−→P p′ ⇒ p α−→PQ p′
q
α−→Q q′ ⇒ q α−→PQ q′.
• FPQ = FP ∪ FQ ∪ {pq | p ∈ FP or q ∈ FQ }.
Note that external choice only resolves choices for external, i.e., visible actions, and not for the internal action τ . Moreover,
pq is already inconsistent if one of p or q is inconsistent, whereas the inconsistency of p ∨ q requires both p and q to be
inconsistent. This is due to the fact that external choice is not a logic concept but an operational one. Our external choice
operator is well-defined and, most importantly, it is compositional for ready simulation:
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Fig. 9. Second example regarding hiding.
Theorem 27 (Compositionality for external choice).
(1) Let p ∼RS q and r be stable. Then, pr ∼RS qr.
(2) Let p RS q and r be an arbitrary process. Then, pr RS qr.
Proof. In order to establish Part (1), it is sufficient to prove that
R =df {〈pr, qr〉 | r stable and p ∼RS q} ∪ ∼RS
is a stable ready simulation relation. Let 〈pr, qr〉 ∈ R due to p ∼RS q and r stable. We have to verify Conds. (RS1)–(RS4)
of Def. 11:
(RS1) Trivial, since p, q, r are all stable.
(RS2) pr /∈ F ⇒ p, r /∈ F ⇒ q, r /∈ F (by p ∼RS q and Def. 11(RS1)) ⇒ qr /∈ F .
(RS3) Let pr a⇒| p′ due to p a⇒| p′. According to our definition of the transition relation for external choice, the latter
computation has the same states as the former one except for p. Hence, by p ∼RS q andDef. 11(RS3),we obtain some q′
such that q
a⇒| q′ and p′ ∼RS q′, whence qr
a⇒| q′ (cf. (RS2)) and 〈p′, q′〉 ∈ R.
The case of pr a⇒| r′ due to r a⇒| r′ is straightforward.
(RS4) pr /∈ F ⇒ p /∈ F ⇒ I(p) = I(q) (by p ∼RS q and Def. 11(RS4)) ⇒ I(pr) = I(p)∪I(r) = I(q)∪I(r) =
I(qr).
To prove Part (2), consider pr ⇒| p′r′ due to an interleaving of p ⇒| p′ and r ⇒| r′. Because of p RS q we have
some q′ such that q ⇒| q′ and p′ ∼RS q′, implying qr
⇒| q′r′ and, by Part (1), p′r′ ∼RS q′r′.
5.3. Hiding
Adding the standard process-algebraic operator /h of hiding into our setting, where h is a visible action, turns out to
be much more challenging than, say, integrating the external choice operator. This is because hiding an action, i.e., rela-
belling a visible action by the internal action τ , typically destroys τ -purity not only at the top-level of a Logic LTS but also
at deeper levels. Hence, in order for the hiding operator to be well-defined, it must not only hide the desired action but
also re-establish τ -purity. As this is non-trivial, we start off by some simple examples that motivate our subsequent formal
definition of hiding.
As the first example, re-consider the LTS shown on the very left in Fig. 3, but think of the τ -labelled transition as the
result of hiding the visible action h. Recall our previous discussion onwhy understanding this transition system is difficult. 7
However, this τ -impure transition system can be expressed ‘equivalently’ as the τ -pure LTS on the very right in Fig. 3, as
explained in Section 2. Operationally, this transformation from the LTS on the left to the LTS on the right can be under-
stood as collecting all moves that are possible when “looking through” the hidden action h or pre-empting action a by
performing h.
The second example depicted in Fig. 9 requires us to iterate this idea when hiding action h in the LTS on the left, to obtain
the LTS on the right. Note that, in the LTS on the right, the target states of the b-transitions are actually the same state, as
are the target states of the c-transitions. We have drawn the LTS as a tree for the sole purpose to improve the LTS’s layout,
which is also the case for the rightmost LTS in Fig. 10.
7 In particular, giving action τ precedence in this LTS as suggested after Def. 6, essentially removes the a-transition, whichwe consider to be counter-intuitive.
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Fig. 10. Third example regarding hiding.
In the final example regarding hiding, depicted in Fig. 10, we first observe the indicated equality, which translates the
internal choice on action h to an h-step followed bydisjunction. This rewritingmakes it clear that actions b and c are exclusive
alternatives, and each of these may be combined with action awhen hiding h as shown.
For the process algebraist, we briefly indicate the ‘equational’ rationale behind these examples. The transformation in
the first example is based on the following law of failure semantics [9]: (ph.q)/h = (pq)/h ∨ q/h. This law has been
applied three times in our second example above, together with some other obvious laws. However, note that the law of
failure semantics does not hold for ready simulation in case p can engage in an initial h-transition; otherwise,wewould have:
(h.ah.b)/h = (h.ab)/h ∨ b = (ab) ∨ a ∨ b
(h.ah.b)/h = (h.(a ∨ b))/h = a ∨ b
But (ab) ∨ a ∨ b =RS a ∨ b. However, this issue is not a problem since several h-transitions can be merged into one with
the help of internal choice (disjunction), as shown in the third example above.
In order to formalise our intuition of hiding and to collect all moves “looking through” h as described above, we have
to introduce new processes that are tuples of processes. Formally, given a Logic LTS 〈P,−→P, FP〉, we augment P to the
set Pˆ = P ∪ P by adding all vectors of stable, consistent processes, i.e.,
P =df {p = (p1, p2, . . . , pn) | n ≥ 1, ∀1 ≤ i ≤ n. pi ∈ P stable and pi /∈ FP} .
We use the conventions that pˆ is a generic process in Pˆ, p ∈ Pˆ is a process from P, and p ∈ Pˆ is a process from P with
components p1, p2, . . . , pn. Moreover, we consider every process p ∈ P as consistent and augment the transition relation
by transitions according to the following rule:
(T) pi
a−→ p ⇒ p a−→ p ,
so that a vector of processes inherits all transitions of its component processes. It is easy to see that the resulting Logic LTS
is indeed a Logic LTS. Firstly, τ -purity and (LTS2) are not violated since all p ∈ P are stable. Secondly, let p a−→, i.e., there
exists some i such that pi
a−→. By (LTS1) for pi ∈ P we have the existence of some p /∈ FP such that pi a−→ p. Hence, also
p a−→ p /∈ F , which establishes (LTS1) for our extension.
Similarly to extending Logic LTS, we can extend the stable ready simulation ∼RS ⊆ P × Q component-wise, to obtain a
new relation ˆ∼RS ⊆ Pˆ× Qˆ . Formally, we add to ∼RS all pairs 〈p, q〉 ∈ P× Q of tuples of equal length such that∀i. pi ∼RS qi.
As expected, ˆ∼RS is a stable ready simulation relation:
(RS1) Straightforward by Rule (T).
(RS2) If p ˆ∼RS q, then both p, q /∈ F .
(RS3) If p ˆ∼RS q, then p
a⇒| p′, i.e., p a−→F p ⇒| p′ for some p, implies pi a−→F p ⇒| p′ by Rule (T), i.e., pi a⇒| p′. Since
pi
∼RS qi, we have qi
a⇒| q′ for some q′ with p′ ∼RS q′. By Rule (T), also q
a⇒| q′, as well as p′ ˆ∼RS q′ by the definition
of ˆ∼RS .
(RS4) If p ˆ∼RS q, then pi ∼RS qi and pi /∈ F for all i; hence, I(pi) = I(qi) by (RS4) for pi ∼RS qi. Thus, I(p) =
⋃
i I(pi) =
⋃
i I(qi) = I(q).
Hence, our extensions of Logic LTS and stable ready simulation to tuples of stable, consistent processes are well-defined.
We are now in a position to formally define our hiding operator:
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Definition 28 (Hiding operator). The hiding of visible action h ∈ A within a Logic LTS 〈P,−→P, FP〉 is the Logic LTS〈P /h,−→P /h, FP /h〉 defined by:
• P /h =df {pˆ/h | pˆ ∈ Pˆ}.• −→P /h is determined by the following operational rules:
(H1) p
τ−→P p′ ⇒ p/h τ−→P /h p′ /h
(H2) p
a−→P p′, p  h−→P ⇒ p/h a−→P /h p′ /h
(H3) p
h−→P, p( h⇒|P)∗p1 h⇒|P p2 · · · h⇒|P pn  h−→P ⇒
p/h
τ−→P /h (p1, p2, . . . , pn)/h
(H4) pj
a−→P p′, a = h, (p1, p2, . . . , pn) ∈ P /h ⇒
(p1, p2, . . . , pn)/h
a−→P /h p′ /h.
• FP /h is the least set satisfying the following conditions:
(1) p/h ∈ FP /h if p ∈ FP ;
(2) p/h ∈ FP /h if  ∃p′. p ⇒|P( h⇒|P)∗p′  h−→P ;
(3) pˆ/h ∈ FP /h if ∃α ∈ IP /h(pˆ/h)∀pˆ′ /h. pˆ/h α−→P /h pˆ′ /h ⇒ pˆ′ /h ∈ FP /h;
(4) pˆ/h ∈ FP /h if pˆ/h cannot stabilise outside FP /h.
Intuitively, the first two of the above conditions for inconsistency of hiding explain where inconsistencies may come from:
they may either be inherited from P, or may result from a new inescapable divergence that arises when hiding h. The latter
two conditions are needed to ensure Conds. (LTS1) and (LTS2) of Logic LTS. It can easily be checked that hiding iswell-defined,
i.e., that hiding a visible action in a Logic LTS results again in a Logic LTS.
To be able to reason about the inconsistencies that may arise when hiding actions, we employ again a notion of witness,
as in our approach to conjunction:
Definition 29 (Hiding-witness). A hiding-witness is a setW ⊆ P /h such that the following conditions hold:
(HW1) ∀p/h ∈ W . p /∈ FP and ∃p′. p ⇒|P( h⇒|P)∗p′  h−→P ;
(HW2) ∀pˆ/h ∈ W . (a) ∀α ∈ IP /h(pˆ/h) ∃pˆ′ /h ∈ W . pˆ/h α−→P /h pˆ′ /h;
(b) pˆ/h can stabilise inW .
The statement and proof of the following proposition is analogous to the one of Prop. 4 for∧-witnesses:
Proposition 30. pˆ/h /∈ FP /h if and only if ∃hiding-witnessW . pˆ/h ∈ W.
Wearenow in aposition to define aparticular hiding-witness thatwill be needed for proving ready simulation compositional
with respect to hiding.
Lemma 31. Let 〈P,−→P, FP〉 and 〈Q ,−→Q , FQ 〉 be Logic LTS and h ∈ A. Then, the set W ′′ =df W ′′1 ∪W ′′2 is a hiding-witness
for 〈Q /h,−→Q /h, F〉, where
W ′′1 =df {qˆ/h ∈ Q /h |∃pˆ ∈ Pˆ. pˆ ˆ∼RS qˆ and pˆ/h /∈ F};
W ′′2 =df {qˆ/h ∈ Q /h |∃qˆ′′. qˆ τ⇒| qˆ′′ and qˆ′′ /h ∈ W ′′1 } .
Note that qˆ inW ′′2 must necessarily be of the form q and cannot be the vector q.
Proof. To establish Cond. (HW1) of Def. 29, let us first consider q/h ∈ W ′′1 due to p. Note that p/h /∈ F implies p /∈ FP and
q /∈ FQ by p ∼RS q and (RS2). Then, since p/h /∈ F implies ∃p′. p(
h⇒| )∗p′  h−→ we find, by p ∼RS q and (RS3), some q′ such
that q(
h⇒| )∗q′ and p′ ∼RS q′. Since p′ /∈ FP , we obtain q′ 
h−→ by (RS4).
Now, let us consider the case q/h ∈ W ′′2 due to q τ⇒| qˆ′′ with qˆ′′ /h ∈ W ′′1 . Obviously, q /∈ FQ . Furthermore, qˆ′′ has the
form q′′, and we have just shown that ∃q′. q′′( h⇒| )∗q′  h−→. Hence, q ⇒| q′′( h⇒| )∗q′  h−→.
To verify Cond. (HW2a), consider some α ∈ I(qˆ/h) and distinguish the following cases:
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α = τ : Then qˆ/h ∈ W ′′1 due to some pˆ. Note that it cannot be the case that qˆ/h ∈ W ′′2 ; assume otherwise, qˆ τ−→ and
thus also qˆ/h
τ−→ by (H1), contradicting qˆ/h α−→with α = τ .
Again,we distinguish two cases, for both ofwhichwe establish pˆ/h
α−→. The first case is qˆ/h α−→due to (H2).
Then, qˆ
α−→ and qˆ  h−→. By pˆ ˆ∼RS qˆ and pˆ /∈ FP , we have pˆ
α−→ and pˆ  h−→ by (RS4). Hence, pˆ/h α−→.
The second case is qˆ/h
α−→ due to (H4). Take some i with qi α−→. Since pi /∈ FP by pˆ ∈ Pˆ and since pi ∼RS qi
by pˆ ˆ∼RS qˆ, we have pi
α−→ and pˆ/h α−→.
Now we may conclude the proof for both cases uniformly. By (LTS1) and (LTS2), pˆ/h
α⇒| . Let pˆ′′ /h /∈ F be
the first state on this computation with pˆ′′ stable, whence pˆ α⇒| pˆ′′. By pˆ ˆ∼RS qˆ, we also have some qˆ′′ and q′ with
qˆ
α−→F q′ ⇒| qˆ′′ and pˆ′′ ˆ∼RS qˆ′′. Since pˆ′′ /h /∈ F , we have qˆ′′ /h ∈ W ′′1 . Thus, qˆ/h
α−→ q′ /h ∈ W ′′.
α = τ : If qˆ/h ∈ W ′′1 due to pˆ, then qˆ, being stable, must be q with q h−→ and pˆ = p. Since p/h /∈ F , we have p /∈ FP
and, by (RS4), p
h−→; furthermore, p( h⇒| )∗p′  h−→ for some p′. Thus, p/h τ−→ by (H3) and p/h τ−→ p/h /∈ F
for some suitable p/h by (LTS1), with p( h⇒| )∗p1 h⇒| p2 · · · h⇒| pn  h−→ and p = (p1, p2, . . . , pn). From the
assumption p ∼RS q we conclude by (RS3) that q(
h⇒| )∗q1 h⇒| q2 · · · h⇒| , pi ∼RS qi for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n, and
qn  h−→ by (RS4). Thus, by (H3), q/h τ−→ q/h and p ˆ∼RS q, i.e., q/h ∈ W ′′1 ⊆ W ′′.
If qˆ/h ∈ W ′′2 , then the state qˆ′ succeeding qˆ on the respective computation qˆ τ⇒| qˆ′′ satisfies qˆ τ−→ qˆ′ and
qˆ′ /h ∈ W ′′2 , or qˆ′ /h = qˆ′′ /h ∈ W ′′1 .
To establish Cond. (HW2b) we can assume that we are in the case α = τ above. Thus, either qˆ/h τ−→ q/h ∈ W ′′ and
q/h is stable; or qˆ/h ⇒ qˆ′′ /h with all states in W ′′ and qˆ′′ stable. If qˆ′′ /h is not stable, it can stabilise in W ′′ with some
qˆ′′ /h τ−→ q/h as in the ‘either’ case.
We can now prove the desired compositionality result for ready simulation with respect to hiding:
Theorem 32 (Compositionality for hiding). (1) Let p ∼RS q and h ∈ A with p 
h−→ and q  h−→. Then, p/h ∼RS q/h.
(2) Let p RS q and h ∈ A. Then, p/h RS q/h.
Proof. For proving Part (1), it is sufficient to establish thatR =df R1 ∪ R2 with
R1 =df {〈p/h, q/h〉 | p ∼RS q, p 
h−→ and q  h−→}
R2 =df {〈p/h, q/h〉 | p = (p1, p2, . . . , pn) ∈ P, q = (q1, q2, . . . , qn) ∈ Q , andp ˆ∼RS q }
is a stable ready simulation relation. We check the four conditions of Def. 11:
(RS1) This condition is straightforward for all pairs inR1 andR2.
(RS2) Let 〈pˆ/h, qˆ/h〉 ∈ R. Then, pˆ/h /∈ F and pˆ ˆ∼RS qˆ implies qˆ/h ∈ W ′′1 ⊆ W ′′. Hence, qˆ/h /∈ F by Lemma 31.
(RS3) Let 〈p/h, q/h〉 ∈ R1. We distinguish two cases, p/h a⇒| p′ /h and p/h a⇒| p/h:
Ifp/h
a⇒| p′ /h, then this computationdoesnotcontainastatep/h sincesuchstatesare stable, i.e.,p/h ⇒| p′ /h
is not possible. Hence, the first step of p/h
a⇒| p′ /h arises from (H2) and the others from (H1), i.e., p/h a⇒| p′ /h
due to p
a−→F p1 τ−→F p2 · · · τ−→F pn = p′. We have that p′ is stable since p′ τ−→would imply p′ /h τ−→ by (H1).
Furthermore, p′  h−→; otherwise, p′ /h /∈ F would imply ∃p′′. p′ ⇒| ( h⇒| )∗p′′  h−→, whence p′( h⇒| )∗p′′  h−→ by
the stability of p′ and thus p′ /h τ−→ by (H3).
Since p ∼RS q and p
a⇒| p′, we have q a⇒| q′ for some q′ with p′ ∼RS q′. Assume q
a⇒| q′ arises from q a−→F
q1
τ−→F q2 · · · τ−→F qm = q′. By (RS4), we get q  h−→ from p  h−→ and q′  h−→ from p′  h−→.
Further, q  h−→ implies q/h a−→ q1 /h τ−→ q2 /h · · · τ−→ qm /h = q′ /h. Since p/h, p′ /h /∈ F by assumption,
we have q/h, q′ /h ∈ W ′′1 ⊆ W ′′. In addition, qi /h ∈ W ′′2 ⊆ W ′′, for all 1 ≤ i ≤ m − 1. This gives q/h a⇒F q′ /h.
Since q′ is stable and q′  h−→, Rules (H1) and (H3) are not applicable to q′ /h, i.e., q/h a⇒| q′ /h. This finishes the
first case.
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We now consider p/h
a⇒| p/h. This computation has the form p/h a⇒F p′ /h τ−→F p/h for some p′. Since
p′ /h τ−→F p/h implies p′ h−→ and thus p′ stable, we can repeat some of the argument of the first case to obtain
some q′ with p′ ˆ∼RS q′, q
a⇒| q′ due to q a−→F q1 τ−→F q2 · · · τ−→F qm = q′, q/h a−→ q1 /h τ−→ q2 /h · · · τ−→
qm /h = q′ /h and q/h /∈ F .
Now, p′ /h τ−→F p/h due to p′( h⇒| )∗p′1 h⇒| p′2 · · · h⇒| p′n  h−→. This implies, by (RS3), that q′( h⇒| )∗q′1 h⇒|
q′2 · · · h⇒| q′n, for some q′i with p′i ∼RS q′i , for 1 ≤ i ≤ n, and q′n 
h−→ due to (RS4). Since p′ h−→, we have q′ h−→ due
to (RS4), i.e., q′ /h τ−→ (q′1, q′2, . . . , q′n)/h = q/h  τ−→with 〈p/h, q/h〉 ∈ R2.
It remains for us to argue that qi /h /∈ F , for all 1 ≤ i ≤ m, and q/h /∈ F . The latter follows from q/h ∈ W ′′1 ⊆ W ′′
due to p ˆ∼RS q and p/h /∈ F . Further, q′ /h /∈ F is a consequence of q′ /h ∈ W ′′1 ⊆ W ′′ due to p′ ˆ∼RS q′ and p′ /h /∈ F .
Finally, qi /h ∈ W ′′2 ⊆ W ′′, for all 1 ≤ i < m.
Next, we establish (RS3) for some pair 〈p/h, q/h〉 ∈ R2 and distinguish again two cases: p/h a⇒| p′ /h and
p/h a⇒| p ′ /h.
In the former case, p/h a−→F p/h ⇒| p′ /h due to pj a−→F p = p′1 τ−→F p′2 · · · τ−→F p′k = p′ with
p′  τ−→ and p′  h−→. Since pj ∼RS qj by assumption and since pj
a⇒| p′, we have qj a⇒| q′ for some q′ with p′ ∼RS q′.
Assume qj
a⇒| q′ due to qj a−→F q′1 τ−→F q′2 · · · τ−→F q′m = q′. Hence, we obtain, by (H4) and (H1), q/h a−→F
q′1 /h
⇒| q′ /h. To see this, observe that q′  τ−→ and q′  h−→ by p′  h−→ and (RS4), i.e., q′ /h is stable. Furthermore,
q′ /h ∈ W ′′1 ⊆ W ′′ due to p′, and thus q′i /h ∈ W ′′2 ⊆ W ′′, for all 1 ≤ i < m; similarly, q/h ∈ W ′′1 ⊆ W ′′ due to
p ˆ∼RS q by assumption.
Additionally, p′  h−→, q′  h−→ and p′ ∼RS q′ imply 〈p′ /h, q′ /h〉 ∈ R1. This completes the reasoning for the former
case.
In the latter case, p/h a⇒F p′ /h τ−→F p ′ /h, again due to pj a−→F p′1 τ−→F p′2 · · · τ−→F p′k = p′
and p′( h⇒| )∗p′1 h⇒| p′2 · · · h⇒| p′l  h−→ with p ′ = (p′1, p′2, . . . , p′l) and p′  τ−→ (due to p′ h−→). Since pj ∼RS qj
and pj
a⇒| p′, we have some q′ with qj a⇒| q′ and p′ ∼RS q′. Exploiting the latter we get q′(
h⇒| )∗q′1 h⇒| q′2 · · ·
h⇒| q′l  h−→, with p′i ∼RS q′i for all 1 ≤ i ≤ l, and q′
h−→. Now, q′ /h ∈ W ′′1 ⊆ W ′′ due to p′, as well as q/h ∈
W ′′1 ⊆ W ′′ due to p. The other processes on the computation q/h a⇒ q′ /h are in W ′′2 ⊆ W ′′. Finally, q′ /h τ−→F
(q′1, q′2, . . . , q′l)/h since (q′1, q′2, . . . , q′l) ∈ W ′′1 ⊆ W ′′ due to p ′. We now conclude q/h a⇒| (q′1, q′2, . . . , q′l)/h
and 〈p ′ /h, (q′1, q′2, . . . , q′l)/h〉 ∈ R2.
(RS4) Let 〈p/h, q/h〉 ∈ R1. Because of (RS4) and p/h /∈ F , whence p /∈ FP , we have I(p) = I(q). Hence, I(p/h) = I(p) =
I(q) = I(q/h) by the operational rules for hiding. Next, let 〈p/h, q/h〉 ∈ R2. Then, I(p/h) = (⋃1≤i≤n I(pi)) \{h} = (⋃1≤i≤n I(qi)) \ {h} = I(q/h). To verify the second equality, observe that pi /∈ FP (by the definition of p/h),
pi
∼RS qi and (RS4).
For establishing Part (2) of Thm. 32, consider first a computation p/h
⇒| p′ /h; this is due to p ⇒| p′ with (H1) as
above. By the assumption p RS q, we know of the existence of some q′ with q ⇒| q′ and p′ ∼RS q′. Additionally, p′ 
h−→
must hold; otherwise, by p′ /h /∈ F , (H3) would be applicable, contradicting that p′ /h is stable. Since p′ /∈ FP and by (RS4)
we get q′  h−→, which implies that q′ /h is stable. Furthermore, q′ /h ∈ W ′′1 ⊆ W ′′ and, for all other processes q along
the computation q
⇒| q′, we have q/h ∈ W ′′2 ⊆ W ′′. Hence, q/h ⇒| q′ /h and 〈p′ /h, q′ /h〉 ∈ R1 defined for Part (1),
whence p′ /h ∼RS q′ /h.
Second, we consider a computation p/h
⇒| p/h, i.e., p/h ⇒F p′ /h τ−→F p/h for some suitable p′. Hence,
p
⇒| p′( h⇒| )∗p1 h⇒| p2 · · · h⇒| pn  h−→ and p′ h−→. Again, we have q ⇒| q′ for some q′ with p′ ∼RS q′ and, by (RS4),
q′ h−→. By (RS3), q′( h⇒| )∗q1 h⇒| q2 · · · h⇒| qn with pi ∼RS qi for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n and, by (RS4), qn 
h−→. Similarly as
above, we conclude q/h
⇒F q′ /h; note that q/h ∈ W ′′1 ⊆ W ′′ since p ˆ∼RS q and p/h /∈ F . Thus, q/h
⇒| q/h and
〈p/h, q/h〉 ∈ R2, whence also p/h ∼RS q/h.
In summary, our framework of Logic LTS and ready simulation allows the semantically clean integration of standard logic
operators, such as conjunction and disjunction, aswell as standard process-algebraic operators, such as parallel composition,
external choice and hiding. This testifies to the elegance and expressiveness of our setting for specifying and compositionally
reasoning about mixed operational and logic systems.
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Fig. 11. Counter-example showing that the relation defined in Def. 33 is properly included inRS.
6. Related work
This section briefly discusses related work; a full discussion can be found in [6].
6.1. Ready semantics
Our ready-tree semantics is in essence the path-based possible-worlds semantics of van Glabbeek [7] which goes back to
Veglioni and De Nicola [8], and our ready simulation was first suggested by Bloom et al. [11]. However, in contrast to the
standard notions of these semantics, our setting deals with internal actions (as does [15]) as well as inconsistencies.
As an aside, we remark that another natural variant of adapting ready simulation to Logic LTS leads to a different, finer
preorder. This variant uses a strong transition relation instead of a weak one in the premise of Cond. (RS3) in Def. 11 and
does not require related processes to be stable:
Definition 33 (Finer ready simulation on Logic LTS). Let 〈P,−→P, FP〉 and 〈Q ,−→Q , FQ 〉 be two Logic LTS. A relation R ⊆
P × Q is a finer ready simulation relation, if the following conditions hold, for any 〈p, q〉 ∈ R and a ∈ A:
(RS2) p /∈ FP ⇒ q /∈ FQ ;
(RS3a’) p
a−→F p′ ⇒ ∃q′. q a⇒F q′ and 〈p′, q′〉 ∈ R;
(RS3b’) p
τ−→F p′ ⇒ ∃q′. q ⇒F q′ and 〈p′, q′〉 ∈ R;
(RS4’) p /∈ FP and p stable ⇒ ∃q′. q ⇒| q′, I(p) = I(q′) and 〈p, q′〉 ∈ R.
We say that p is finer ready simulated by q, if there exists a finer ready simulation relation Rwith 〈p, q〉 ∈ R.
This preorder coincides with Ulidowski’s lower refusal simulation [16,17] which generalises Bloom et al.’s ready simulation
by treating τ actions as unobservable, when adapted to Logic LTS in the obvious way [18]. However, although the preorders
coincide, Def. 33 leads tomore, smaller simulation relations.While it is easy to see that the above variant of ready simulation
is contained in our ready simulation RS of Def. 11, Fig. 11 demonstrates that this inclusion is proper. Here, p RS q, but p
is not finer ready simulated by q.
6.2. Mixing styles of specification
Traditional research has often avoided explicitly mixing operational and logic styles of specification by translating one
style into the other. For example, operational content may be translated into logic formulas, as is implicitly done in [19,20],
where logic implication serves as refinement relation [21]. Dually, logic content may be translated into operational content.
This is the case in automata-theoretic work, such as in Kurshan’s work on ω-automata [22], which includes synchronous
and asynchronous composition operators and uses maximal trace inclusion as refinement relation. However, both logic
implication and trace inclusion are insensitive to deadlock and are thus inadequate in the presence of concurrency.
A seminal step towards a mixed setting was taken by Olderog in [12], where process-algebraic constructs are combined
with trace formulas, andwhere failure semanticsunderlies refinement. In this approach, trace formulas can serveasprocesses,
but not vice versa. Thus, and in contrast to our present work, [12] does not support the unrestricted mixing of operational
and logic specification styles, which can be very useful as, e.g., demonstrated with our example in Section 4. The recent [23]
mixes conjunction and synchronous product using some version of ready semantics in the context of implicit specification.
This approach uses a similar concept of backward propagation in the definition of conjunction, but based on traces. Backward
propagation of error/incompatibility information for trace-based semantics also appears in [24,25] in settings with input
and output actions.
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Finally, it should be noted that the term consistency as used here is different from the one in [13], where two specifications
are called consistent if they have at least one common implementation. In our setting, this is trivially the case since p ∧ q
implements both p and q, for any p, q. Roughly speaking, then, p and qwould be consistent in the sense of [13], if p ∧ q /∈ F
in our setting.
7. Conclusions and future work
This article proved that ready simulation [11] is fully abstract with respect to conjunction and parallel composition on
Logic LTS. In this sense, ready simulation is indeed a “logical” semantics. Establishing the full-abstraction result was non-
trivial due to the challenges that arise when dealing with inconsistencies under conjunctive composition. This is evidenced
by the complex compositionality proof with respect to conjunction, as well as the two-step “largest” precongruence proof
that relied on our previous full-abstraction work on ready-tree semantics [6]. Our results show that conjunction is a tool
for relating trace-based semantics to simulation-based semantics, via the concept of full abstraction. This sheds additional
light onto van Glabbeek’s linear time–branching time spectrum [7,15].
The insights gained from our results imply that ready simulation commends itself as a suitable behavioural relation for
reasoning about specifications given in a mixed operational and logic style. Indeed, we showed that our framework can
be extended by further logic operators, such as disjunction, and process-algebraic operators, such as external choice and
hiding. Ready simulation is compositional for these operators, too, and satisfies all standard logic laws for conjunction and
disjunction.
Futurework shall proceed along two directions. Firstly, work is under way to integrate standard temporal logic operators,
such as “always” and “until” operators, into our setting. This requires investigating which style of temporal logic is best
suited, and extending Logic LTS with some sort of Büchi condition to be able to express liveness and fairness. Secondly, our
setting should be re-phrased in a term-based, process-algebraic style, so as to be able to explore axiomatisations of ready
simulation in the presence of logic operators.
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